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Latin America is a complex mix of nations, spaces, diverse peoples, races, and individuals.  Each space has its own multiple histories and stories to be told.  However, there are also commonalities: a common historical purpose to rid itself of its European colonisers and, through a re-configuration of the past, take ownership of the present.  Two writers who cross boundaries and cultures are the Cuban, Alejo Carpentier and the Mexican, Elena Garro.  Both have lived elsewhere in Latin American, the US and Europe, and have been influenced by these experiences.  These influences have fed into their writing and have resulted in them engaging with time, be that past, present or future, as a way of telling Latin American (hi)stories.  This chapter will focus on the significance of time in Los recuerdos del porvenir [Recollections of Things to Come] (originally published in 1963) by Elena Garro and consider how her complex, experimental novel compares with that of her literary predecessor, Alejo Carpentier’s Los pasos perdidos [The Lost Steps] (originally published in 1953).​[1]​  

Alejo Carpentier’s Los pasos perdidos traces the return of a man in exile to an unnamed Latin American country (although identifiable as Venezuela, where Carpentier had just spent some time) and his journey into the jungle.  The protagonist gradually sheds the trappings of his westernised lifestyle: his watch, his comfort, his supercilious lover, etc., and returns to his origins.  These are not cast off unproblematically, nor is the journey at all satisfactory for the traveller. The novel deals with the collision of cultures, and puts forward the argument that Latin America is a place which allows cultural miscegenation (mestizaje), a concept supported by many governments over the course of the twentieth century.  

Elena Garro’s Los recuerdos del porvenir has a deliberately Proustian title, which is taken from the name of a bar in Carpentier’s novel.​[2]​ Indeed, one critic discussed Proust’s influence on Carpentier, stating that Proust was his “dominant precursor” (Harvey 1994, 13). The confluence of cultural and intertextual referents is deliberate.  Garro wrote Los recuerdos del porvenir while living in exile in Switzerland; Carpentier was also in exile in Venezuela when he wrote Los pasos perdidos.  Like Carpentier, Garro also examines race relations in Mexico in what is a highly experimental novel.  Los recuerdos del porvenir is set during the final throes of the Mexican Revolution; a period where church and state came into conflict during the Cristero Rebellion (1926-1929) (For further detail on this period, see, for example, Bailey, (1974)).  Where Carpentier’s protagonist takes a journey, Garro’s novel presents an account of stasis.  In a radical departure from fictional norms, in Los recuerdos del porvenir the town narrates, presenting history and time as circular.

Carpentier: searching for the lost self
Alejo Carpentier, born in Cuba in 1904, was the son of a French architect and a Russian mother.  He received a Eurocentric education in Cuba and, through his father’s encouragement, read classic and contemporary French novels (see Velayos Zurdo, 1985, 14-15).  He lived a peripatetic life.  He travelled with his family around Northern Europe in his youth, and later went into exile, first to Paris in 1928 with the help of French Surrealist poet Robert Desnos.  His time in Paris was formative.  Though he could never be considered a Surrealist writer, Surrealism had a marked influence on his creativity.  He returned to Cuba in 1939, to leave again in 1945 for Caracas, Venezuela until 1959, to later return to Cuba after the Revolution. Although he was celebrated by the Cuban leaders, he soon left for Paris where he lived from 1966 till his death in 1980.  He received considerable acclaim in France during his lifetime, but has remained relatively unknown in the English-speaking world, although his work can be found in translation.  

The often erudite, and varied, linguistic, literary and cultural referents which Alejo Carpentier employs in Los pasos perdidos suggest that his implied reader is educated, with a good grounding in Western and Latin American classical and contemporary writing and history.  Having established his textual and historical referents, the narrator uses them to describe the landscape, people and cultural diversity of Venezuela.  Ultimately, these terms of reference prove inadequate, as, in his opinion, the difference between European and Latin American reality is too great.  Los pasos perdidos is concerned with the account by a traveller of his journey from an English-speaking, urban metropolis where he works, to an unnamed Latin American country on a research trip.  As is often the case within novels with travel as a central structural focus, the author embarks on a quest for the self.  For the protagonist it is a pilgrimage to recover his lost innocence and a journey back into time.  He leaves modernity, and his rushed and vapid existence, so as to find meaning through a return to the past, as personified by the indigenous.  He traverses the history of Latin America: its modernity, its quest for independence, the Conquest, and the men of the Middle Ages who conquered the land.

For Carpentier, Latin American reality, along with its demographics and culture, are essentially baroque.  In his essay, originally published in 1976, “The Baroque and the Marvellous Real” (1995) he examines the baroque as a key to understanding Latin American creativity (see, also, Márquez Rodríguez, 1982 and also Kaup, 2006). He then explains what he means by his use of the marvellous real, or “lo real maravilloso americano”: “everything strange, everything amazing, everything that eludes established norms is marvelous” (101).​[3]​  This marvellous real can be found in the statues of Greek and Roman gods, European mythical figures and fairytales.  But, unlike the baroque, it cannot transcend time in Europe; it does not belong to the “manufactured mystery” (103-4) or strangeness of surrealism, or the version of Magical Realism put forward by the German art critic, Franz Roh in the 1920s (see, Parkinson Zamora and Faris, 1995, for more on Roh).  Carpentier continues: “the marvelous real that I defend and that is our own marvelous [sic] real is omnipresent, in all that is Latin America.  Here the strange is commonplace.  The stories of knighthood were written in Europe but they were acted out in America” (104).  The Latin American writer’s responsibility then is “to search for the vocabulary we need to translate it all” (104).  Carpentier is not only using European parameters (i.e. the baroque) to describe Latin American reality and creativity, he is also writing for a European audience.  For Frederic Jameson: 

Carpentier...explicitly staged his version as a more authentic Latin American realization of what in the more reified European context took the form of surrealism; his emphasis would seem to have been on a certain poetic transfiguration of the object world itself – not so much a fantastic narrative, then as a metamorphosis in perception and in things perceived (1986, 301).

Carpentier’s baroque is based on European aesthetics and the marvellous is compared to European classics and mythology.  Los pasos perdidos is an example of his baroque style because it reflects his search for a suitable vocabulary to describe what he sees as the marvellous reality of Latin America, while, through the protagonist’s journey, he negotiates the multiple levels of history and the heterogeneity of this continent’s peoples and cultures.  He allows these distinct historical times to co-exist.

Los pasos perdidos is not just a record of the narrator’s travels from a modern city into a jungle landscape, it is a move “through an imaginary museum or through a compendium of world history read backward” (González Echevarría, 1990: 160).  This journey is made by a modern man who is seen by some critics as post-Edenic man now corrupted, attempting to return to a pre-lapsarian state to be found in the Venezuelan jungle (González Echevarría, 1990: 160).  This suggestion is incomplete.  The textual references, his scientific thinking and his obsession with time suggest that he is a product of the Enlightenment. World War II – which was, in many ways, the culmination, and ultimate collapse, of the Enlightenment reasoning – fills him with despair and disillusionment (see Carpentier, 1997: 21, 101-102, and passim). He uses historical and literary referents which he expects the reader to be familiar with, such as: Miguel de Cervantes’ Don Quixote, classical Greek and Latin writing, Le Corbusier, the Bible, Rimbaud, Nietzsche, Byron, Shelley, etc.  Thus, he conjures up an imaginary Europe.  This fictional Europe is compared to an imaginary America – which was, in turn, created by Europe – and contrasted with the ‘real’ America (Alegría, 1986: 64).  The imaginary is evoked through these historical and literary referents, while the narrative thrust of the novel leads the reader through the reality of the Venezuelan jungle.  The myths of “El Dorado” are transmitted orally by the narrator’s fellow travellers (Carpentier, 1997:152-3), which can be compared to the actual marvellous real such as the rainstorm of butterflies (Carpentier, 1997: 141), and the general strangeness of reality in the jungle.​[4]​

It is important to emphasise here that Carpentier is not just mimicking European forms.  He is using the available tools to attempt to interpret and translate Latin American reality, thereby creating a new and local aesthetic.  This is perhaps one of the key differences between Carpentier and Garro.  When writing to a European audience, making reference to its history and culture and representing how these have effected change on Latin America, Garro is deliberately undermining and challenging European forms and conventions.

Garro: time and conflict
Elena Garro was born in Puebla, Mexico in 1920.  She originally wanted to become a ballerina and worked as a choreographer in the Palacio de Bellas Artes in Mexico City.​[5]​  She later became a writer, starting out in journalism and then writing novels, plays, short stories and screen plays.  She was married to the Nobel Prize winning poet Octavio Paz, living with him in Paris, Spain (where they joined the International Brigade, 1937-38), Berkeley, San Francisco, New York, Japan and Switzerland (where she accompanied Paz in his academic and diplomatic career).  After their divorce (1959), she lived in Paris and Spain for a time, returned to Mexico where she was implicated as a collaborator with the government against the student movement of 1968, subsequently went into self-imposed exile in Paris, Spain and the United States of America, and finally returned to Mexico in 1991.​[6]​  Her vilification by the press turned her into a controversial figure because of her involvement in the student movement.  Los recuerdos del porvenir was written while she was in convalescence in Berne, Switzerland in 1953.  

Los recuerdos del porvenir is divided into two parts.  The protagonist of the first part is Julia, General Rosas’ lover.  She is a shadowy presence who is rarely seen because of Rosas’ jealousy.  Little is known about her origins and any appearance in public is much commented on (Garro, 1994: 27 and passim). Felipe Hurtado, another character shrouded in mystery, arrives in the town and, at the end of the first part, the two leave together under mysterious circumstances:

 “[…] el tiempo se detuvo en seco.  No sé si se detuvo o si se fue y sólo cayó el sueño que no me había visitado nunca […] En verdad no sé lo que pasó” (Garro, 1994: 149) 

[Time came to a standsill.  I don’t know if it stopped or if it simply disappeared and a sleep, of a sort that I had never experienced before, fell on me…I really don’t know what happened.]. 

Julia has the power to make time stand still to facilitate her escape.  Ixtepec, the town and narrator, is shown to have limited knowledge of what has transpired within its boundaries.  

Isabel is the protagonist of the second section of the novel.  She is a member of the local oligarchy, and Ixtepec appears, at first, to have greater insight into her thoughts.  She too becomes the General’s lover and lives in the same hotel as the prostitutes, hoping to help save her brothers’ lives.  She is at first “la hija ingrata” (Garro, 1994: 255) [the ungrateful daughter] for defying convention, who later becomes “la diosa vengadora de la justicia” (Garro, 1994: 274) [the vengeful goddess of justice] when the reasons for her actions become clear.  Her end is ambiguous, and Ixtepec casts doubt over the veracity of the story (which he reports) that she has been turned to stone.  Garro uses the framing device of the love stories to explore the effect the rebellion has on the townsfolk, particularly on the women who are traditionally seen to have passive roles in all conflicts.

Garro’s novel demands that the reader question the essential nature of basic givens in everyday life, such as: time, the fantasy/reality duality, the nature and possibility of writing a national narrative, and the validity of claiming a historical truth.  Each of these concepts is interrelated.  

When Los recuerdos del porvenir was first published in 1963, Garro, through her novel, implicitly questioned the role women played in two conflicts which were discussed at great length in Mexican history: the Mexican Revolution and, chiefly, the Cristero Rebellion.  Due to its brevity, the Cristero rebellion is seldom dealt with in historical accounts.  Yet it resulted in a pivotal change in the relationship between the Catholic Church and the Mexican State. Bailey described the Cristero Rebellion as the “climax [of] the longstanding enmity between Mexican Catholicism and the Mexican State” (Bailey, 1974: xi).​[7]​  The Cristero Rebellion was short-lived, lasting only three years, and was a defeat for the Church.  It led to a separation of Church and State, and reduced the official status of the Church in Mexico.  

The aim of the Revolution was to shatter the petrified time they had lived in.  Instead, their hopes of freedom were soon dashed by personal losses and by the political corruption of post-Revolutionary politics.  Garro presents a negative portrait of post-Revolutionary Mexico, far removed from the versions represented in official narratives, which claim it as progressive and genuinely revolutionary.  In Ixtepec’s opinion, the revolution was a lost opportunity.  But it failed to result in a break away from rigid historical time.  Instead, it was but a brief respite and ultimately resulted in a return to political, and temporal, stasis.

In Los recuerdos del porvenir, Garro explores the disruptiveness of an interrupted or altered sense of time, as well as its potential for both liberation and entrapment.  The author of the novel has complete control over his or her use of time.  The author must create a sense of time and period which is separate from real time, so as to ensconce the reader in a fictional time.  The writer is also permitted to jump from a supposed present to the past and onward to the future, without any sense of disorientation on the part of the reader.  The difference with Garro’s text lies in her foregrounding of time as a thematic and stylistic feature.  In the novel, there is a dual concept of time: firstly, the linear narrative of the love story which functions within an understood time of the novel and, secondly, the narrator’s and characters’ heightened awareness of time.  Garro’s use of time is influenced by many factors: her exposure to surrealism; indigenous Mayans’ cyclical time; Western concepts of time; and finally the complex interrelation between time, the retelling of historical process and the narrative construction of the nation (See Homi K. Bhabha, 1990). 

Throughout Garro’s writing she has explored and questioned the universal givens of time and reality.  While many of Garro’s novels are realistic in form, she has been highly experimental in her quest to explore the edges of meaning and the impossibility of a totalising representation.  In Los recuerdos del porvenir, by using the town as narrator she suggests that the history and story of the town can be known.  Paradoxically, the apparently totalising project Garro engaged in, attempting to write a town’s story using the period of the Cristero rebellion as a pivotal and tangential moment in its history, shows that reality cannot be known.  Events may repeat themselves, time may be circular, yet all that happens cannot be known.  There is no satisfactory closure to either Julia or Isabel’s stories.  The characters’s displacement from reality - for example in their inability to connect with or “freeze”  time – appears to be not a function of the reality of the place Ixtepec, but a result of political disturbances and terrible events which occur in the lives of  individuals.  For example, Isabel’s father, Martin’s distorted sense of time and his desire to control it, is as a result of seeing an indigenous man hanging when he was a child, and not because time per se is disrupted.

Garro was still married to Octavio Paz when she wrote this novel.  They lived in Mexico, Spain and Paris surrounded by writers and artists. The couple were close acquaintances of André Breton and his coterie of Surrealists.​[8]​ Paz wrote in many different styles, but for a time was considered to have been the foremost Surrealist poet in Mexico.  The Surrealists were formally and stylistically experimental writers trying to explore the human psyche, and question the limitations of the conscious, in comparison to what they saw to be the limitless and rich resource of the subconscious.  In their view, creativity is derived from the subconscious.  The conscious mind is too beset by daily preoccupations and rules for literary or artistic creation.  Anything which creates limits – and time by its nature sets limitations and boundaries, standardising, cataloguing, and controlling every moment of everyday - is restrictive, and it is the artists’ aim to liberate themselves from such constraints (see Caws: 1981: 4).  The familiar melting clocks of Salvador Dali, a pre-eminent Surrealist, are a visual representation of how time can be literally malleable rather than rigid and purely functional.  Dali’s clocks serve as a fitting visual clue to Garro’s complex use of time.  Instead of accepting everyday objects and limits as they were, Surrealists turned them upside down, and created a sense of ‘étrangeté’ [estrangement]. Whether Surrealists employed time as a central thematic element to the extent that Garro did has not been adequately studied, but the concept of breaking the boundaries of the everyday is essentially Surrealist in origin.  

While Garro was influenced by Surrealism, Los recuerdos del porvenir can be probably best described - insofar as it is a text which resists categorisation – as belonging to Magical Realism.  In Latin America, Magical Realism grew out of close contact with Surrealism.  As already discussed, Carpentier compares it and links it to the European Baroque, and his “real maravilloso” [marvellous real] (his early version of Magical Realism) emerged from his time spent in Paris amongst the Surrealists.​[9]​  Garro’s decision to use the town as narrator and to present its story is not Surrealist, but an act of political Magical Realism.  Magical Realism is often misunderstood and believed to be a fantastic form, showing Latin American reality to be “other”.  Far from showing a mythical place full of monsters, giants and fantastic creatures, Magical Realist authors have written about extraordinary things, which frequently soften the horrors contained within the narrative.  An example of this in Los recuerdos del porvenir is Isabel’s transformation into stone at the end of the novel.  She is punished in a fantastic way for the betrayal of her family, and for what is presented as her moral digression (becoming General Rosas’ lover).  Like Los recuerdos del porvenir, the characters in Magical Realist novels are self-consciously aware of the strangeness of their surroundings.​[10]​  While influenced by her time amongst the Surrealists, Garro’s Magical Realism is comparable to Carpentier’s aesthetics and his belief that Latin American reality is surreal.

Standardised Western time has governed everyday life from the industrial age onwards (Baker: 1967).  It dictates our waking, sleeping, working and leisure hours.  Without it, there is a sense of displacement and unease, and this is what Garro explores through her characters.  Likewise, Carpentier’s protagonist sheds his watch, a potent symbol of Western time and culture, as he attempts to cast off European civilisation and embrace indigenous culture.  He ultimately fails, due to his inability to recover the eponymous lost steps which are his efforts to deny himself and become other, rather than attempt a merging of both: European and Indigenous cultures.  Los recuerdos del porvenir is the narration of a portion of time, a glimpse at a period of conflict within the history of a town, in which time turns in on itself, and repeats itself in a circular motion reminiscent of the Mayan rather than Hispanic (Western) concept of time.  Mayans understood time as existing in a series of concentric circles.  It is cyclical, unlike linear Western time.  In an interview with Roberto Páramo in 1976, Garro explained that Mexican time is governed by a combination of indigenous, Mayan time and time as it was imported by the Europeans (Stoll, 1990: 15).  Garro’s emphasis on the difference of Western and Mayan time is central to the confusion surrounding the question of time in the novel.  I shall examine the issues in brief, and then focus on the significance of the issue of ‘women’s time’ in relation to this novel. 

Garro’s characters not only have to deal with standardised Western time, but also with a native Mexican time.  Her characters are not conscious of the co-existence of the two.  A dual concept of time appears to be internalised.  Characters move in and out of linear and circular time according to their needs.  Garro explores the place and power of Mayan time on the Mexican psyche.  While Western time is linear, Mayan time is circular, like the structure of the novel.  It functions in a series of concentric circles.  Mayan time is divided into a series of ages, which are governed by the lifetime of a sun.  The end of each age is brought about by the death of the old sun, and is calculated by means of complex mathematical equations. Within each age, time is circular, man is governed by fate, and events repeat themselves until the end of the age when what can be called the history of the new age starts afresh (Brotherson: 1992).  National identity theory in Mexico, similar to that of the rest of Latin America, has always had to deal with the often-uncomfortable relationship that has existed between the European settlers and the indigenous population. The issue of identity is central to Garro’s complex use of time in the novel. 

Unlike Carpentier’s protagonist who is seeking to flee time, the male characters in Garro’s novel find that time can be somewhat more evasive.  The norms of the everyday do not serve them in times of conflict, while they still exercise a degree of control over them.  In the novel, Martín Moncada has a peculiar relationship with time.  He stops his clock daily, at a specific hour, nine o’clock: 

sin el tictac, la habitación y sus ocupantes entraron en un tiempo nuevo y melancólico donde los gestos y las voces se movían en el pasado.  Doña Ana, su marido, los jóvenes y Félix se convirtieron en recuerdos de ellos mismos, sin futuro, perdidos en una luz amarilla e individual que los separaba de la realidad para volverlos sólo personajes de la memoria (Garro, 1994: 12).

[without the tick tock, the room and its occupants moved into a new, and melancholy, time, where their gestures and voices moved in the past.  Doña Ana, her husband, their children and Felix became memories of themselves, without any future, lost in their own, yellow light which separated them from reality to become only characters in memory]

This is echoed in Martín Moncada’s contemplation of time in relation to his own death: 

Por la noche, en su cama, recordó su propia muerte.  La vio muchas veces ya cumplida en el pasado y muchas veces en el futuro antes de cumplirse.  Pero era curioso que en el pasado fuese él, Martín, el que había muerto y en el futuro un personaje extraño el que moría; mientras él, acomodado en el techo de su cuarto, miraba sus dos muertes, la realidad de su cama minúscula, de su cuerpo de cinco años y de su habitación, pasaron a una dimensión sin importancia….Desde esa noche su porvenir se mezcló con un pasado no sucedido y la realidad de cada día (Garro, 1994: 87).

[At night, when he lay in his bed, he remembered his own death.  Often, he saw it already over in the past, and often, in the future before it had occurred.  It was curious that, in the past, it was him, Martin, who died and, in the future, it was some stranger who died; while he, from his bedroom ceiling, looked down upon the two deaths.  The reality of his minuscule bed, of his five-year old body, and of his bedroom, moved into a new, unimportant dimension…From that night on, his future became mixed up with a past that had not happened and with everyday reality.] 

His five-year-old self is a pivotal moment in time for him: it is the end of innocence and the beginning of a new and estranged sense of time.  Present, past, and future are informed by one another.  There is even a sense of confusion of the chronology of the events.  Such temporal confusion appears illogical if understood within the Western concept of time.  Martín himself is confused, yet it was not nature but the murder of a servant, that caused his confusion.  Time and memory become confused as a result of his trauma (Garro, 1994: 21-22).  Later, Martín’s sister, doña Matilde, envies his ability to live outside of time, “Tiene razón mi hermano Martín en vivir fuera del tiempo” (Garro, 1994: 139) [My brother, Martin, is right to live outside of time], when her own “vida hecha de naderías” [Life full of pointlessness] is threatened (Garro, 1994: 139).  It is understood by other characters that his escape from time is a false and a comprehensible reaction to conflict.  The barbarous acts of the soldiers (ostensibly their loss of civilisation) forces the inhabitants of the town to return to mythological time.  Ixtepec comments that with the arrival of General Fransisco Rosas and his troops, “Un silencio sombrío se extendío del Norte al Sur y el tiempo se volvío otra vez de piedra” (Garro, 1994: 35) [A sombre silence extended from North to South, and time, again, turned to stone], and later Ixtepec comments:

En esos días era yo tan desdichado que mis horas se acumulaban informes y mi memoria se habían convertido en sensaciones.  La desdicha, como el dolor físico, iguala los minutos.  Los días se convierten en el mismo día, los actos en el mismo acto y las personas en un solo personaje inútil (Garro, 1994: 66).

[In those days, I was so forgotten that my hours became jumbled and my memory was converted into feelings.  Abandonment, like physical pain, equals minutes.  Days become the same day, actions the same act and people into one useless character.]

In times of conflict, time and memory become static, silent, and are manifested in real physical pain.  The circle stops when the town is faced with the horrors of the soldiers.  

Time is not universally understood in the novel.  As Martín creates and experiences time in his own way, so do other characters and figures.  The dead Indios [Indians] are said to experience death in a way in which they belong to, and in, time: “obedecían a un orden perfecto y estaban ya dentro del tiempo” (Garro, 1994: 16) [They obeyed a perfect order and they already belonged in time].  While the Indios’ relationship with time, even in death, is one of belonging, General Rosas’ is outside of time: “el general incapaz de dibujar sus días, vivía fuera del tiempo, sin pasado y sin futuro” (Garro, 1994: 16) [the general, incapable of drawing his days, lived outside of time, without past or future].  Instead, we are told, that time becomes his “sombra” (Garro, 1994: 34) [shadow]. 

Circular time
According to the writer and journalist Brianda Domecq (1994), Mexican Women’s writing also has its own sense of time: 

…más que un ser o hacer en el tiempo, parece un estar en los espacios, espacios múltiple, diversos y desligados entre sí que van ensimismándose como una sucesión de escenarios teatrales, iluminándose o quedando en sombras a medida que la protagonista los ocupa o abandona.  Cada espacio es un claustro cuya cerradez determina la ausencia de movimiento, la resistencia al cambio, la atemporalidad (56).

[…more than just a being or a doing within time, it seems to be a way of living in spaces, multiple spaces, diverse and unrelated in themselves, which turn inward upon themselves, like a succession of theatrical stages, lit up or remaining in the shadows depending on how the protagonist occupies or abandons them.  Each space is an enclosure whose closedness determines the absence of movement, resistance to change, atemporality.]

Domecq (1994) suggests that women’s time is akin to what Bakhtin (1985) calls mythical time.  In her opinion, Mexican women are hemmed in by social constraints and are passive.  How time is logged by clocks is suggested to be a form of repression which men control: Martín stops his clock daily and the family escape into another sense of time.  The disruption of time is part of the disruption of the everyday, brought about by conflict.  Men are the agents of the war, and they have thus broken their own rules of time.  The characters function in what Domecq considers to be women’s time, which liberates and disturbs them.  Violence appears to have its own linear impetus from which everyone in the town wishes to escape.  There are many examples of the ways in which both men and women attempt to retreat from conventional time.  While both Martín and General Rosas try to escape time with its reminders of present and past traumas, Isabel crosses into an alternative time.  “Isabel suspendida podía desprenderse en cualquier instante, cruzar los espacios como un aerolito y caer en un tiempo desconocido” (Garro, 1994: 32) [Isabel, suspended, could let go at any moment, and cross space like a glider and fall into an unknown time].  She visits her future as if it were a physical place: “Andaba muy lejos de su cuarto caminando un porvenir que empezaba a dibujarse en su memoria” (Garro, 1994: 166) [moved very far from her room, walking through a future that began to be drawn in her memory].  She explains her escape, in conversation with Rosas: “ahora sólo vivo en la que recuerda va a suceder” (Garro, 1994: 259) [now I only live in the memory of what will happen].  

There are limitations to calling this specifically, women’s time. The concept of women’s time has been explored in an article by Adriana Mendez Rodenas’s: “Tiempo femenino, tiempo ficticio: Los recuerdos del porvenir de Elena Garro” [Femenine Time, Fictional Time: Recollections of Things to Come by Elena Garro] (1985).​[11]​ She has taken her cue from Julia Kristeva’s “Women’s Time” (1981).  In her article, Kristeva examines the interstices between woman and the following areas: the nation (which she renames ‘sociocultural ensembles’ (14)), space, motherhood, and time.  For her, womanhood is determined by biology.  Motherhood ties her to space because woman is the locus for the primary, original womb or matrix.  Furthermore, the woman as embodiment of the womb experiences time subjectively which “essentially retains repetition and eternity” (Kristeva, 1981: 16, italics in the original).  Women, equated with the body and intuition “become a problem with respect to a certain conception of time: time as project, teleology, linear and prospective unfolding; time as departure, progression, and arrival - in other words, the time of history” (Kristeva, 1981: 17). For Kristeva, linear time is associated with ‘male’ pursuits of history, development, progress and, even, language; and woman’s time is circular.  Therefore, for her, Western feminism has engaged with this temporal order in evolving ways.  In her opinion, there have been two phases in feminism: the first was concerned with finding a place in linear time; and the second, enthralled to Psychoanalysis, rejected linear time (Kristeva, 1981: 18-19).  She concludes with a call for a third phase in feminism.  This third phase will break down the “dichotomy man/woman as an opposition between two rival entities [which] may be understood as belonging to metaphysics” (Kristeva, 1981: 33).  In the event of the collapse of the dichotomy, women’s time will therefore - I presume - need to be renamed to become a non-gender specific term.  Women’s time is, in her opinion, the basis through which power will be recast in a new and radical way.  Kristeva, therefore, celebrates ‘women’s time’, by building positive associations with aspects of womanhood which have been maligned or suppressed.  Maternity, reproduction, Freudian hysteria, intuition are all set up as positive features of womanhood.  

The chink in Kristeva’s armour starts from the very name of the article, “Women’s Time”.  In a sleight of hand, she is configuring ‘women’ as a monolithic entity, which she purports later to reduce to metaphysical contemplation in her future, utopian theoretical model.  There is also a worrying essentialism in aligning women with biology.  It begets several assumptions: that there is a standardised aspirational model which will benefit women; that there is an ideal world order which would facilitate women, in what is dubiously placed as their primary function, as reproducers; that identity is constructed in a known and knowable fashion; and finally, that experience can be constituted universally.  Time can be circular and does not necessarily belong to women’s time.​[12]​  It represents an absence of change.  In Garro’s novel, politically conservative and/or reactionary regimes govern over a stasis, and are primarily concerned with maintaining the status quo.  In Kaminsky’s (1993) words, “Unlike […] Kristeva, who sees the return to the semiotic by means of nonsyntactic use of language a liberating move by women and men alike, Garro unmasks the semiotic as a prison and monumental time as a form of hell” (89).

Mendez Rodenas (1985) uses Kristeva’s theory to suggest that there is something essentially feminine in Garro’s use of time in the novel.  This is not the case for two reasons: firstly, Garro has stated, as quoted earlier, that her temporal experimentation is part of a distinctly individual sense of the world and a way of writing that is specifically tied to a Mayan concept of time. Secondly, Garro is employing time in her novel - albeit in an original way - following what is an essential thematic feature of the novelas de la Revolución, as written by both men and by women.  I believe that to suggest that there is a universal women’s time is a rather limited view - just as it would be to suggest that there is a universal male time - given the many other variants on individual experiences that gender alone cannot govern, such as class, culture and race.

Furthermore, on a narrative level, there is a dual sense of time in Los recuerdos del porvenir.  Firstly, there is representation of time which follows the linear forward-moving imperative of the fates of the two principal female characters: Julia and Isabel.  Secondly, there is the narrator’s time.  The first, the time of the novel, is simple to grasp.  It is impelled by the narrative thrust of Ixtepec’s account of Isabel and Julia’s relationship with the General.  The two love stories follow the imperatives of the traditional Nineteenth Century novel.  They have a beginning, middle and end, although the conclusions are somewhat ambiguous.  This linearity is common to Western time.  Novel time and Western time can be looked at simultaneously, as they are influenced and are born of similar circumstances: the Enlightenment and the coming of the machine age (see Mumford, 1967).  Western time became widespread in Europe from the Thirteenth Century on, and, it has been suggested, signalled the start of industrialisation (see, for example Mumford, 1967).  It provided the general population with a sense of belonging, in a present confronted with the backdrop of the past, which, in turn, is constantly moving onward to the future.​[13]​  Previous to this, Europeans understood time as what Bakhtin (1985) described as mythic time.​[14]​  Past and future were understood to belong to an eternal present.  Patricia Dreschel Tobin (1978) explains the role of time in the realist novel: “ […] the novel offers, then, not a mimesis of undeliberated, organic life-in-time, but a homologue that exacts a privileged conceptualization of human life as purposeful and therefore imbued with meaning”(5).  She continues: “The realistic novel convinces us, not because the contents of its fictional world resemble those of our own, but because it structures experience in the same way we do; what is essential to the illusion of reality is not what happens but how it happens” (Dreschel Tobin, 1978: 6).  The role of time in the novel, according to Drechsel Tobin (1978), is not to recreate a sense of real time but of what can be called “felt time”.  Garro has shown that this “felt time” is bound up with individual experience, as time itself is, as it is measured, a conceptual invention and not a thing in itself.  She has broken away from the conventions of time as they are generally employed in the realist tradition.  But that does not mean that her novel is a complete break with that tradition. 

In her essay (essentially a defence of her divorce from Octavio Paz), “A mí me ha ocurrido todo al revés” [Everything happens to me backwards], she recounts how, as a child, she liked “el revés de las cosas” (38) [the reverse of things], and she believed that “Tal vez la realidad no era lo que yo veía” (39) [Maybe, reality wasn’t as I saw it].  In her opinion, her own personal perspective is different from others, even, she suggests, inside out.  This is the effect her work often produces: a world portrayed from a different perspective.  In Los recuerdos del porvenir, Garro unsettles comfortable static notions of what women’s roles are in situations of conflict.  She plays with givens such as time and historical truth to show that reality, even when told fantastically, is more complex than traditional realism allows. 

Conclusion
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^1	  All translations are my own.
^2	  I am indebted to Adriana Mendez Rodenas (1985) for making this connection.  She describes Los recuerdos del porvenir as a “nombre que carga de conotaciones: la transición al tiempo de atrás selvático emprendida por el protagonista de Los pasos perdidos” [a name that is higly significant: [because of] the transition into the past through the jungle taken by the protogonist of Los pasos perdidos]  (849-850).
^3	  I have retained the spelling Parkinson Zamora and Faris give to ‘maravilloso’ in their translation of Carpentier’s essay.
^4	  ‘El dorado’ refers to an earlier myth created by the early conquistadors in Latin America that it was laden with gold and riches ready for the foreigner to purloin.
^5	  For insights into Garro’s life see Muncy (1990), Picon Garfield (1988), Bautista Gutiérrez and Rosas Lopátegui (2000). 
^6	  In an interview with Lady Rojas-Trempe (1989) she has commented on the fallout on her career after 1968, saying: “A mí por habladora ¿sabes? Me ha ido muy mal” [Do you know why? It’s my big mouth.  It has gone really badly] (688).  For further details of the contradictory versions of Garro’s involvement in the events of 1968, see “Encuentro con Elena Garro” [Meeting with Elena Garro] by Verónica Beucker (2002).  See, also, Patricia Vega’s (2002) first-hand account of Garro’s return to Mexico “Elena Garro o la abolición del tiempo” [Elena Garro or the abolition of time]. 
^7	  There are varied accounts of the Rebellion and much of what has been written is quite partisan.  See, for example Meyer (1971), and for a literary overview, see Olivera de Bonfil (1976).
^8	  Much has been written on the Surrealists, as they were both polemical and prolific.  Caws (1981), Balakian (1986), Mathews (1969), Baciu (1981), and Gimenez-Frontin (1983) are starting points for an insight into the complexity of the movement and its influences on Latin American writers.
^9	  Carpentier was to dismiss the Surrealists as: “never more than a literary ruse, just as boring in the end as the literature that is oniric by arrangement” in Parkinson Zamora and Faris (1995: 86).  For a discussion of a comparison between the Baroque and lo real maravilloso, see Carpentier, “The Baroque and the Marvelous Real” in Parkinson Zamora and Faris (1995)  Much has been written on Magical Realism in Latin America, and Parkinson Zamora and Faris’ text is a good point of departure.  See, also, Chanady (1985).  Fernando Alegría stated that “es una tentación decir que la novela de Elena Garro queda como una extraña partitura que García Márquez años después ejecutó a gran orquesta” (1986: 277). [it’s tempting to say that the Elena Garro’s novel is like a strange score that years later García Márquez would perform with a full orchestra].  This has been interpreted as an insulting remark by some critics, such as Martin, (1989) suggesting that creating a great score is an inferior achievement to the interpretation of that score.
^10	  For example, Gabriel García Márquez was very clear in his Nobel prize acceptance speech (1982) that Magical Realism engages directly with Latin American reality.
^11	 Garro’s writing lends itself to critical readings using French feminist discourse.  For examples of such readings, see LeMaître (1989) and Hurley (2003).   
^12	  Doris Sommers (1991) in Foundational Fictions has also read the ‘vicious circles’ into which writers descended as an essential feature of Garro’s contemporaries, Carlos Fuentes and Gabriel García Márquez, due to a  disillusionment with Latin American (lack of) economic development (2).
^13	  Mumford (1967): “A generalized time-consciousness accompanied the wider use of clocks: dissociating time from organic sequences, it became easier for the men of the Renaissance to indulge the fantasy of reviving the classic past or reliving the splendours of antique Roman civilization: the cult of history, appearing first in daily ritual, finally abstracted itself as a special discipline” (17).  For a further discussion of the relationship of history and storytelling to time see also Toulmin and Goodfield (1965).
^14	  For a full discussion of mythic time and the chronotope of the modern novel, see Bakhtin (1985).  See, also, Whitrow (1989) and Phelan (1994), who discuss the significance of time in the modern novel.
